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When Chipotle (pronounced chi-POAT-lay) opened its first store in 1993, the idea was simple: demonstrate that food served
fast didn't have to be a "fast-food" experience. We use high-quality raw ingredients, classic cooking methods and a distinctive
interior design, and have friendly people to take care of each customer—features that are more frequently found in the world
of fine dining. When we opened, there wasn't an industry category to describe what we were doing. Some 20 years and more
than 1,500 restaurants later, we compete in a category of dining now called "fast-casual," the fastest growing segment of the
restaurant industry, where customers expect food quality that's more in line with full-service restaurants, coupled with the
speed and convenience of fast food.
We try to do a few things really well. We elevate basic raw ingredients into food that's richer and more sophisticated through
our recipes and cooking techniques. Similarly, our restaurant design transforms simple materials in distinctive ways, giving our
restaurants a style that's more architectural in nature.
Our focus has always been on using the kinds of higher-quality ingredients and cooking techniques used in high-end
restaurants to make great food accessible at reasonable prices. But our vision has evolved. While using a variety of fresh
ingredients remains the foundation of our menu, we believe that "fresh is not enough, anymore." Now we want to know where
all of our ingredients come from, so that we can be sure they are as flavorful as possible while understanding the
environmental and societal impact of our business. We call this idea Food With Integrity, and it guides how we run our
business.

Using higher-quality ingredients. We use a variety of ingredients that we purchase from carefully selected suppliers. We
concentrate on where we obtain each ingredient, and this has become a cornerstone of our continuous effort to
improve our food. Some of the ingredients we use include naturally raised pork, beef and chicken, as well as
organically grown and sustainably grown produce, and we continue to investigate using even more naturally raised,
organically grown and sustainably grown ingredients, in light of pricing considerations.

A few things, thousands of ways. We only serve a few things: burritos, burrito bowls (a burrito without the tortilla), tacos
and salads. We plan to keep a simple menu, but we'll always consider sensible additions. For example, we introduced
the burrito bowl in 2003—just when the popularity of low-carbohydrate diets exploded—and estimate that we sold
about seven million of them in that year. In 2005, we also rolled out a salad.
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Stock Performance
CMG (Common Stock)
Exchange

NYSE (US Dollar)

Price

$327.34

Change (%)

1.84 (0.57%)

Volume

675,905

52 Week Low

$263.00

Market Cap

$9,241,765,015

Rolling EPS

5.16

PE Ratio

63.438

Shares Outstanding 28,232,923
Data as of 01/12/18 4:02 p.m. ET

Recent Press Releases

Upcoming Events

01/09/18
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc. to Announce Fourth Quarter and
Full Year 2017 Results on February 6, 2018

Date

Title

02/06/18 4:30
p.m. ET

Q4 2017 Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc
Earnings Conference Call

01/05/18
Books And Burritos: Chipotle's Reading Rewards Program Is
Back
12/30/17
426 Days and Counting: Ohio Man Sets Record for Most
Consecutive Days Eating at Chipotle
11/29/17
Chipotle Begins Search for New CEO

Recent SEC Filings
Filing Date Form Description
01/12/18

8-K

Report of unscheduled material events or
corporate event

01/09/18

4

Statement of changes in beneficial
ownership of securities

01/09/18

4

Statement of changes in beneficial
ownership of securities

01/09/18

4

Statement of changes in beneficial
ownership of securities

Board of Directors

Management Team

Steve Ells
Founder, Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer

Steve Ells
Founder, Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer

Albert S. Baldocchi
Director

John R. Hartung
Chief Financial Officer

Paul Cappuccio
Director

Mark Crumpacker
Chief Marketing and Strategy Officer

Neil W. Flanzraich
Lead Director

Curt Garner
Chief Digital and Information Officer

Robin Hickenlooper
Director

Scott Boatwright
Chief Restaurant Officer

Kimbal Musk
Director
Ali Namvar
Director
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Matthew Paull
Director
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